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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
statement or the problem. The purpose or this study 
is to develop a workbook of auditory and visual readiness I 
material for slow-learning children. Many or these children 11 
., 
are still at the readiness stage upon entering first grade. 
The instructional program must, therefore, be adapted to 
give these children further opportunities to develop readi-
ness and the reading skills necessary to successful be-
ginning reading. 
Justification or the atudz. If a slow moving group 
is to achieve success it is necessary that it be given 
added practice in the development of reading skills beyond 
that provided for normal children. Because they learn 
slowly and forget quickly the slow learners need much and 
constant repetition, provision for additional practice in 
-
specific skills, and a constant check ot learning so that 
..,. 
confusions do not develop. Learning will not result where 
there is a lack of interest or when the material is too 
difficult. 
!I Durrell and Sullivan feel that it is possible for 
every normal child to learn to read. They point out that 
To achieve success for the individual child, 
it fs necessary to plan and to pace his 1e arn-
ing experiences in accordance with his capacity, 
his stage of development, and his rate of 
maturation. Given a program adapted to his day-
by-day needs, he can, with success and satis-
faction to himself, complete each step in the 
process of learning to read. Only under a 
diversified program of carefully selected and 
finely graded learning situations can such an 
end be attained for each child. 
y 
Dolch states: 
If more children could be given a successful 
start in reading a great deal or unhappiness 
and frustration could be prevented, and much 
antagonism to .sehool and to learning avoided. 
At the same time, there would be much less need 
for the great efforts which are now being put 
forth in remedial reading in the middle and 
upper grades and even in high school. 
Within each class group there are many differences 
in interests, maturity, and aptitudes. Tbis workbook 
recognizes this fact and the material helps to adjust the 
work to fit the child's ability. 
I 
\i 
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1/ DOnald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, Teachers' Manual- \ 
P'reparatory .Unit, Basic Reading_ Abilities Series, Yonkers-on · 
ltud8on: World Book qompany, l95l,p.5. · ' i 
\ 2/ Edward Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading, Champaign, Illinois : .:1! 
!he Garrand Press, 1941. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Research on the Slow Learning Child. 
Various studies relating to the slow learning child 
have shown the need of modifying instruction at all levels 
of learning to teach the slower child the necessary skills 
and to enable him to use them successfully. 
According to Sullivan: 
y 
The slow child in the regular classroom usually 
differs from the normal child purely in his 
ability to learn and retain abstract material 
rrom books. Like all children, he seeks praise, 
rejoices at success, enjoys Qompetition, and 
becomes discouraged and unhappy thru constant 
failure. He reacts suecess:fully to the same 
motivation as normal children. There will be 
dignity in every learning experience :for every 
child if the teacher carefully adjusts the 
assignments to needs and interests. 
y 
Hockett, in speaking of the problems of backward 
children, states: 
Reason and experience both indicate that she 
(the teacher) must do her best to meet the needs 
of the slow children as individuals,carrying 
them on at their own pace.They must be accepted 
as they are and where they are, and must be 
helped to make the most of their limited abilities. 
1/ Helen Blair Sullivan, "Teaching the Slow Learner", 
National Education Journal, 40:115, February, 1951. 
2/ John A. Hockett and E.W.Jacobsen, Modern Practices in the 
Elementary School, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1938,pp.285-6. 
I 
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The teacher must work patiently with them and 
be satisfied to achieve less than with more 
capable children; the achievements, even if' 
limited are of great importance both to the 
children and to the community. 
!I Hildreth found that slow-learners can actuall~ 
achieve success even though their ultimate goal is less 
than that of' the normal child, if they are provided with 
reading material containing a light vocabulary load. 
Failure to make necessary adjustments in the vocabulary 
for slow-learners has accounted for many reading failures. 
The use of frequent repetitions of old words and a gradual 
introduction of' new words will help cut down the difficulty. 
y 
Reed recommends the grading of' material in difficult 
with respect to the mental age and experience of' the learners. 
y 
Kirk states: 
The slow learning child is one of low intelligence 
who is incapable of keeping up with his classmates 
inthe regular public schools, and who therefore 
requires a modified curriculum for his maximum 
growth and development. 
1/ Gertrude Hildreth, "All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary", 
!lementary School Journal, 43:462-470, April, 1943. 
2/ Homer Reed, Psycholosz of Elementary School Subjects, 
!oston: Ginn and Company, 1938, Chapter VI. 
3/ SRmuel Kirk, Teaching Reading to Slow-Learning Children, 
~oston: Houghton llttlln Co~pany, 1940, P• 225. 
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!I Betts observes: 
Many learning disabilities in the schools of today 
are caused by this idea of providing every child-
regardless of his capacity or achievement - in a 
given grade with the same basal textbook. This 
type of regimentation undoubtedly contributes 
substantially to retardation in reading and to 
the perpetuation of individual reading difficulties. 
y 
Durrell makes the following statement: 
It is unlikely that research will ever discover 
a single method which will be the most efficient 
one for all pupils and all teachers. 
y 
He further states: 
Dull children cannot work up to grade standards 
when they are mentally immature for their grades. 
Yet any child may be expected to do as well as 
his mental age allows. 
!I Featherstone believes that there are no special 
methods for teaching slow learning children to read. They 
learn to read the same way other children learn to read. 
II Any of the tested methods of teaching reading advocated 
I by specialists in the field may be used with the slow learner. : 
)I 
I 
I 
II 
I/ Emmett A.Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, New 
!ork: American Book Company, 1946, p. 17. . 
2/ Donald D. Durrell 1 Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities 1 Wew York: World Book Company 1 1940, p. I. 
v ~·· p. 278. 
4/ William B. Featherstone, Teachinf the Slow-Learner, New Yor~ : 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers Co lege, Columbia University, '! 
1941, p.lOO. 
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Monroe asserts that progress can be made with 
certain children when instruction is suited to the child's 
difficulties and to his level and rate of learning. 
y 
Hockett states: 
Nothing is more discouraging than constant 
failure. Therefore every effort should be 
made to have the slow child feel that he is 
a success in school. Any task given to him 
shoul~ be within his ability. 
y 
He also points out: 
Children ot strictly limited abilities, on 
the other hand, need more constant and 
specific supervision, more drill and re-
learning, more time for assimilating facts 
and simple principles, more external stimu-
lation. The objectives set for them must be 
simpler and less extensive. Their needs are 
none the less real and important. The teacher 
who aids them to become useful,self reliant, 
well-adjusted, co-operative human beings, 
renders a significant service to · the state 
and to humanity. 
I !.( Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, Chicago :Universi t · 
of' Chicago Press, 1932. · . I 
2/ John A. Hockett and E.W.Jac((l~sen, Modern Practices in the I 
Elementary .School, Boston : . Ginn and Company, !93B,p. 295. 
~I ~·, p.3o3. 
8 
The research would seem to indicate: 
a. the necessity of adjusting the material 
to the needs of the child. 
b. the providing of reading material 
containing a light vocabulary load; 
frequent repetitions of old words 
and gradual introduction of new 
words. 
c. the need for the child to feel success 
in every step of his devetopment in 
order to build confidence for him to 
go on. 
a 
RESEARCH ON READING READINESS 
.... 1/ 
Betts- defines reading readiness as a term com-
monly used to denote a general me.ntal, emoti?nal, and 
physical preparedness for reading activities. Reading 
. -- ~ . . .. - . . . .. . . ' . . . 
readiness is, therefore, an important ~oncept for te ach-
ers at all levels as well as for kindergarten and first 
year teachers • 
. y . 
Gates tells us that: 
Reading readiness is usually interpreted as the 
period before formal reading is introduced. Its 
purpose is to develop the skills necessary for 
reading so that the child may learn to read with-
out confusion. Reading readiness is a program 
which should be developed. Basic skills and 
pre.paration for reading should be fostered at 
this time. 
3/ 
Murphy - defined reading readiness as the develop-
ment of skills necessary so that the child may learn to 
re ad without confusion. 
1/ Emmett A. Betts and Mabel O'Donnell-; Guidebook for Teacher 
on Initial stages of Reading Readiness, Evanston, Illinois: 
Row Peterson and Company, 1938, p.9. 
2/ A.I.Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading~ 
Elementary School Journal,37: 498-508, March, 1938 
~ Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimlnktion on Beginning 
Re ading~ Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 
3. 
l 
10 
y 
Gray states: 
scientiric investigations show that children who 
enter the .first grade represent a wide range of 
abilities. some pupils of good native ability have 
not acquired the social adjustments necessary to 
work effectiv;el-y with other children or have .not 
de :~ loped the habits and techniques of work which 
enable them to apply themselves attentively to the 
Yarious ·activities and mental processes required in 
reading. some children have special difficulties · in 
visual or auditory perceptions, motor clumsiness, 
speech defects, and language disabilities which 
may need corr ection before the child is able to 
succeed in learning to read. Others are mentally 
immature for reading. 
· y 
Witty and Kopel declare that children forced to 
read before they are ready develop faulty perceptual habits 
and unfortunate attitudes. so varied are children 1 s rates of 
development that the introduction of reading is dela~ed in 
the modern school until a careful appraisal of each child's 
phys~cal growth, mental ability , and emotional development 
discloses his readiness for successful experiences in re ad-
ing. · The first activities are carefully planned, and their 
specific nature is determined by the first-hand experiences 
of each group deemed ready to read. 
1/ William s. Gray, and Marion Munroe, Before We Read. 
Wew York: Scott Foresman and Company, 1937, Preface. 
2/ Paul -witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative 
~rocess, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939, p. 195 
,. 
y . 
Durrell and Sullivan say that: 
The slow learning child proceeds by carefully mea-
sured steps that make for day-by-day successes, he 
merely takes shorter steps, is given more opportuni-
ties for repetitions of basic skills, and thus re-
quires a longer time to achieve the final goal of' read 
iness to read. 
. y 
According to Harrison, in addition to the generalized 
factor of mental age there are certain particular organiza-
tions within the nervous system which are necessary for readi g 
success. They are: 
(1). The ability to see likenesses and differences. 
(2). The ability to remember word forms with free dom 
fromaphasias and word-blindness. 
(3). Memory span of ideas. 
( 4). Ability to do abstract thinking. 
(5). The ability to correlate abstractions with de-
finite modes of response as this ability is re-
lated to the reading process. 
1/ Donald DUrrell .and Helen B. sullivan, Teacher's Manual 
Jl'reparatory Unit, Yonkers-on-Hudson., New York: World Book 
C'ompany, 1951, pp. 2-19. 
2/ M.Lucille Harrison, Reading . Read~ness, Boston: Houghton 
~ifflin Company, 1939, p. B. 
12 
nolch;/points out that we do not merely wait for 
reading readiness but try to develop it. To do so, we need to 
think of different kinds of re adiness, namely, physical re ad1 
ness, school readiness,· and perceptual re adiness. These kinds 
of readiness depend on one another and grow out of one an-
other. All are necessary for full readiness for beginning 
re ading. y 
Lamoreaux and Lee list the following as necessary i 
a child is to re ad successfully: a child must be able to see 
and hear well: he must be able to speak correctly and have 
a certain ·facility with language; he must have a certain 
amo unt of social and mental development; he must have a back-
g~o~d of experiences; he must have specific habits and 
abilities needed in reading such as the ability to concentra 
to ·follow directions, to discriminate between likenesses and 
differences, to look at words and sentences from lef t to 
right, and many others; and last a child must have an intere 
in learning to re ad. If interest is pr0sent there will be 
learning, and no important learning can take place without 
interest. 
1/ Edward w. Dolch, Teaching Primary Read~ng, Champaign, 
Il+inois: Th~ Garrand Press, 1941, p. 40. 
2/ Lillian A. Lamoreauz and Dorris May Lee, Learning to Read 
Through Experience, New, York: D.Appleton-Century Company, 
1943, pp . 2-6; ! 
~~~=~p====================~~========================~~- ~~~~ 
Research on word Analysis. 
Recent research investigations stress the importance 
of word analysis as a method by which the child develops .I 
' 
the skills and abilities necessary for success in learning 
1
t to read without confusions developing. 
I 
I 
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McKee reports: 
At least t ·welve percent of the pupils in our 
schools today have not acquired the degree of 
skill in word identification which they can be 
expected to acquire. Some of these pupils fail 
to distinguish from one another the forms of 
words that are crucial in careful reading. Some 
have no effective means of identifying words 
independently. Some cannot blend the useful 
sounds of the parts of a word to recall the 
pronunciation of that word. Some do not even 
know the crucial sounds of letters and groups 
of letters. There is a good reason to believe 
that the instruction which the school gives 
in the identification of printed words should 
be more helpful, definite, and systematic than 
it has been during the past fifteen years or 
more, and that such improved teaching should 
be started much earlier in the ehild•s school 
career than it is at the present time. 
y 
Gray states: 
The more accurately the child observes the 
visual details of a word, tile better be wi~l 
i 
I 
!I 
!/ Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary Schoo~ , 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948, p. 41. 
2/ William S.Gray and others, 
~eries Manual, Chicago: Scott 
The Curriculum Foundation Reading j 
Ii'ore sman Company, 1951, p. 34. '' 
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remember it. A child may encounter a printed 
word again and again, yet fail to notice its 
significant details sufficiently to identify 
it later~ Habits of careful scrutiny in 
addition to habits of visualizing word forms 
help the child hold details of each new word 
in mind for the purpose of remembering it. 
y 
Stone has this point to make in regard to .the child 
with a poor ·memory for words: 
Poor readers commonly appear to· show a poor 
memory for words. A common observation is 
that the child knows the word today but does 
not know it tomorrow. such behavior with words 
suggests a poor memory with respect to images 
of form. Since words first recognized by means 
of context, visual and phonetic aids, should 
eventually become sight words, a poor visual 
memory for words is a distinct handicap in 
learning to read. This difficulty in remembering 
words may be due to a lack of orientation in 
sequence either of the letter forms or of the 
sounds, a difficulty in rebuilding or repicturing 
the sequence. 
y · 
Gates suggests that all early work in phonetics 
should be very simple. It should deal with common familiar 
words and with phonetic elements needed by children. 
Inadequate perception of printed words appear to 
be a frequent cause of reading difficulties. 
1/ Clarence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading, St.Louis: 
Webster Publishing Company, 1950, pp. 202-203. 
2/ Arthur Gates, , New Methods in Primary Reading, New York: 
trolumbia University Press,p. 238. 
" 
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!I Durrell points out: 
Many children see only parts of the peculiar-
looking words that they are asked to learn. They 
notice only a few letters of the word or its 
chief characteristics. This faulty word perception 
is often persistent, being common in middle and 
upper grades as well as in beginning work. 
'Y . 
Betts states: 
-
The ability to discriminate between the forms 
of wqrds and between the sounds of words is a 
prerequisite to the development of word per-
ception. This ability to note likenesses and 
differences among word forms is related to 
retention, or memory. When the child is a poor 
observer of likenesses and differences among 
things, and among word forms, he is likely to 
have considerable difficulty in acquiring a 
stock of sight words during initial reading 
instruction. 
y 
According to Murphy many children have difficulty 
in reading because they lack the ability to see and hear 
likenesses and differences in words. However, after a 
period of specific training in auditory and visual 
discrimination she found, in her experimental work, that 
th-e group given this training showed " significant 
superiority in reading achievement to the control group". 
1/ Donald Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
~ew York: World Book Company, 1940, p.289. 
2/ Emmett A.Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
Wew York: American Book Company, 1946, p.331. 
3/ Helen A.Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
~raining in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning 
Re ading", Unpublished Thesis, Ed.D., Boston University,l943. 
16 
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Stone points out: 
The important point for tha teacher to remember 
is that we must apply the principle of over-
learning with children having a poor memory 
for words. In other words, to learn the words 
so that they will always be known, such a child 
must meet the words many more times in a greater 
variety of relationships than is necessary for 
the child with a good memory for words. Care 
should be taken to develop versatility in utilizing 
context, visual and auditory aids in combination, 
and to develop the habit of paying particular 
attention to sequence of letters and sounds. 
~ Durrell, in speaking of retarded cases in reading 
that came 'to Boston University Educational Clinic, says: 
Ninety peroent were so weak in word analysis 
that they were unable to discriminate words 
of similar form. They guessed at words in an 
aimless fashion, or were unable to make any 
attempt at word analysis. 
These children, he says, improved rapidly when word 
analysis instruction was given. 
y 
Durrell further states: 
There is ample evidence, in addition to that 
just cited, to indicate the need for instruc-
tion in word analysis. Such evidence includes 
the complete inability of some children to 
solve new words, random guessing at new words 
without regard to word form or meaning, and 
1/ Clarence R.Stone, ££•Cit.,p.203. 
. 2/ Donald Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
Wew York: World Book Company, 1940, p. 197. 
Y Loc. cit. 
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various ineffective habits of attack on new 
words, such as mere sounding by letters and 
syllables. Some bright children may acquire 
the facility to notice the visual and auditory 
elements of words and hence need no formal 
instruction in word analysis.The majority 
of children,however, are aided by special 
practice to increase the accuracy and fluency 
of both visual and auditory perception of 
word elements • 
. Y Wilson found that letter perception abilities 
correlated more closely with progress in reading than any 
of the other items studied. He believes that added emphasis 
should be placed upon the abilities involved in perceiving 
the symbols making up the words. 
y 
Dolch says the type of mental ability necessary for 
word analysis comes later than that for sight reading. He 
believes that a mental age or seven years is necessary for 
word analysis. 
y i 
Gray believes that children should be given guidance ; 
in comparing t~e capitalized and uncapitalized form. in 
discriminating between different words, in comparing and 
!/ Frank T. Wilson, "Early Achievements in Reading", 
Elementary School Journal, 42: 609-15, April ,1942. 
2/ Edward Dolch and Maurine Bloomster, "Phonic Readiness", 
Elementary School Journal, 38: 217-19, November, 1937. 
~ William s. Gray and others, Manual, Curriculum Foundation 
Series, Chicago: Scott Foresman Company, 1951. 
I 
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contrasting the appearance of words that begin or .end alike 
and in observing the visual details of words in left-to-
right serial order. He also believes that much attention 
should be given in helping youngsters for accurate visual 
images of word forms. 
!I According to Sullivan one of the basic skills which 
the slow learning child should be taught is 
to analyze words at his own level. It is as 
necessary for the slow child, as for anyone, 
to be able .to analyze new words. He must 
associate sound and symbol and have a phonetic 
approach to new words if he is to have indepen-
dence in oral and silent reading. This skill 
also underlies correct spelling, Which is one 
of the skills he should have. Of course, his 
word-analysis work will be develope.d around 
a simpler vocabulary. 
1/ Helen Blair Sullivan, "Teaching the Slow Learner'', 
lational Education Association Journal, 40: ll6,February,l951.· 
===== ·~==---=- -
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF EXERCISES 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The writer found a great need for exercises to 
supplement the extended readiness period necessary for 
a slow-learning group. The lessons and exercises in auditory 
readiness ~ound in this workbook are designed to give 
training in the auditory perception of initial conson-
ants and rhyming. 
The lessons are based on the following list of 
I initial consonants: 
-I 
b s g k 
m r c n 
d 1 p 
t n j w 
The work sheets are designed to follow the 
lesson introducing each initial consonant. The ex-
ercises on the work sheets may be used indtpend6ntly 
or as a teaching device depending on the needs of the 
individual pupil. 
21. 
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B b 
Draw or cut from old magazines, mount, and have 
ready the following set of pictures used in the story: 
Baby bottle ball blanket 
boat banana buggy bathtub 
bib bl<bcks beads 
bowl bunny bonnet 
Display the pictures on the chalk tray. Children 
take turns finding the correct picture, naming it, and 
placing it on the flannelograph, as the teacher tells the 
story. 
STORY: 
Today we will have fun with words that begin with b. 
{Place large letters B bon one corner of flannelograph.) 
Here is Baby's picture. (Place on flannelograph under the 
letters.) Baby 's name begins with B. 
Every morning Baby has a bath. Find the picture of 
something mother will use when she gives Baby her bath. 
(bathtub). Tell us what it is and put it on the flannelo-
graph. Baby likes to have a bath. She thinks it is fun. 
Mother lets her play with a toy in the water. Which toy 
do you think it is? (boat). After her bath it is time for 
breadfast. What will mother put on Baby to keep her clean? 
(bib). When Baby 's breakfast is ready mother puts the 
II 
22 
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cereal in a (bowl) and milk in .a --.--(bottle). What 
fruit will Baby eat? {banana). After breakfast mother put 
Baby in the playpen. She gave her four toys to play with. 
Find them. (beads, ball, blocks, bunny); It was such a nice 
day mother decided to take B~by out for a ride. First she 
put on Baby's coat, then she put on her (bonnet) • 
She carried Baby out and put her in the buggy. Find the 
buggy. It was rather chilly outdoors so mother tucked some-
thing around Baby to keep her warm. What was it? (blanket). 
All these words begin with b. As I point to the pic-
tures say the names after me. (Say the words emphasizing 
the first sound and have the ehildren repeat each word.) 
Baby, bathtub, boat, bib, bowl1Jl bottle1f' banana, beads, ball, 
blocks, bunny, bonnet, buggy, blanket. "What was the first 
letter of each word?" (b} 
RIDDLES: 
What does the dog say that begins with b? (bow~wow} 
Who gives us honey? (bee) 
What color is the sky? (blue) 
What color is John's shoes? (brown) 
What do you buy at the circus that begins with b? (balloons) 
Who cuts your hair? (barber) 
Whom did GOldilocks visit? (Bears) 
23 
M m 
Prepare the following set of pictures: 
Mother meat muffins macaroni mailman 
mittens melon medicine magazine marshmallow 
Display the pictures on the chalk tray. Individual 
children find the picture, name it , and pll;\.a.e it on the 
flannelegraph as the teacher tells the story. 
"Our pictures today begin with M like Mothert' (Place 
l 
letters M m and Mother's picture on flannelograph). 11 Who is 
this.?" (Mother) "With what letter does Mother start?" (M). 
story: 
You remember in our story yesterday Mother wa s taking 
B~by for a r i de. Before they started Mother put . some~hing 
otl Baby to keep her hands warm. can you find them? · (mittens) • 
Mother Wheeled Baby down the street to the big super-market. 
When they were inside, Mother got a push cart to put the 
groceries ln. Baby rode on the back of it. see ' if you can 
find five things mother bought in the grocery store. (Me a t, 
macaroni, marsr~allows, melon, muffins). On the way home 
Mother stopped at the drugstore. What do you think she bought~ · 
(medicine). Just as they got back to the house t hey met the 
man who brings the mail coming down the walk. put his picture 
on the flannelograph. (mailman). He brought Mother something 
to re ad. (magazine). 
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11With wha t l etter do these thinc s be g in?" (m ). "Sa y 
the word s a s I point t o t h em. " (Sa y t h e wo r d s s l o wl y , e mph a z 
ing the initi a l s o und } : Mo ther , mittens , r11e at , mu.c a roni , 
melon , ma rshma llow, muffins , medi c ine , mailrmm , magazine . 
Re move p ictures from fl a nne logr aph by h avi nc individ 1 
c hildren take dovm a p icture and say : "Th·s is o. melon . Melo 
be g ins with m. " 
Riddles : 
1. I am thinking of something the c a t says that beg ins 
with m. ( Meow) 
2 . I am thinking o f' something tha t is u p in the sky at 
night . I t beg ins with m. ( moon ) · 
3 . I am thinkinr; of the way soldiers walk in ~;, para de . 
It bec ins with m. (mt rch ) 
4 . I am thi n k ing o f someth i ng we he ur on t he r a dio . 
It beGins wlth m. {mus i c ) 
5 . I nm thi n ki ng of' someth i ne to drink t ha t be g i n s ~i th m. 
(milk } 
6 . I am t h i nking of 'whl.i t hap~en s to tl le sno wrYJ.an wnen the 
sun is hot . ( melt ) 
7 . I am t hin ki n g of something mo t h e r h a s t o do when you 
te a r your clothes . (mend ) 
Indep endent p r a ct i c e : l~rk sheet M m. I! 
i 
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M m B b 
(Review lesson } 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge in 
mixed order: 
mattress muff music money 
monkey 
beet 
book 
motorboat mouse motorboat 
baseball bicycle 
balloon 
basket 
butterfly bee 
1. put M m on left side of pocket chart, B b on right. 
put Mother's picture under M and Baby's picture under B. 
Individual child picks a picture and places it in the 
correct column saying: "Mattress begins with m like Mother>." 
2. "Let us say all the words that begin with b; with m. 11 
3~ "I am going to Sff..Y three words. Listen and tell me which 
two begin with b." I 
buy bus - fun bulldog - butterfly - tiger 
box - tool - bell book - look - boil 
-bed - basket - red 
barn - bug - fish 
beans - peas - beets 
big - bird - cat 
"Which two words begin with m?" 
man - meal - tan 
cat - meow - mice 
mountain-month-clock 
1!;~~~\h _- ·:··;!'._1.-ng -r i mask 
mother - sister - music 
hill - mill - movie · 
mutton - mouth - towel 
melon - muff - house 
F f 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
father fish 4 
farmer frog 5 
fence fox flowers 
Individual children find the picture, name it, and place 
it on the flannelograph as the te ~1.cher tells the story. 
STORY: 
One day Father took the family for a ride to the 
farm. (Put Father's picture on the f~annelograph.) Father's 
name begins with F. (Put letters F f on flannelograph.) 
The farmer was busy working. Find the farmer. He was put-
ting something around the field to .keep the . cows from 
w~ndering away. (fence). While Father talked to the farmer 
the children ran down to the pond. They looked down into 
the clear water to see the _____ (fish). suddenlY,~ little 
green animal came hopping towards Baby. What do you think 
it was? (frog). Baby tried to catch him but he jumped into 
the water. While the boys were fishing, Baby picked some 
(flowers) for Mother. How many fish do you thi nk Dick 
eaught? ( 4 ). How many did David catch? (5). On the way home 
th~y saw a little animal run s~iftly across the road. He 
was red and had a bush~ ta1·1. some dogs were chasing him. 
He was a (fox). · 
---
I 
I 
"Let us say the names of all the things the children 
saw on the farm whose names begin with £: farmer, fence, 
fish, frog, 4, 5, flowers,. fox. 
Remove pictures from flannelgraph by having individual 
children take down a picture and say: "This is a farmer. 
Farmer begins with f." 
Riddles: 
Tell me what the boys caught. {fish) 
Tell me what the farmer made to keep his cows in the field. 
(fence) 
Tell me who owns the farm. (farmer) 
Tell me what you walk on in the room. {floor) 
Tell me how a clown looks. (funny) 
Tell me what we salute in the morning . (.flag) 
Tell me what keep s a kitten warm. (fur) 
Tell me what keeps birds warm. (feathers) 
Independent pract i ce: work sheet F f. 
T t 
Place the following set of pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
.. 
Tommy toothbrush turtle tank 
towel ta.aster toad train 
teeth toast tadpole tugbo~t 
Individual children find the picture, name it, and plac.e it 
on the flannelograph, as tea~her tells the sto~y. 
STORY: 
"This is Tommy." (Put picture of Tommy on flannelograpl:i ) 
. . I 
"Tommy's name begins with T. (Put T t on flannelograph.) 
Tommy was a sleepyhead. He didn't want to get out _of 
bed. Mother called, "Hurry Tommy, you will be late for school." 
Tommy tumbled out of bed. He went into the bathroom to wash 
his face and hands. He d~ied them on a (towel). Then 
---
he brushed his (teeth) with his (.toothbrush). 
--- ---
~at do you think Tommy had for breakfast? (toast). He made 
it himself in the (toaster). After breadfast Tommy 
said, "I must go to school early today. It is my turn to feed 
the animals." can you find three animals that Tommy had to fee ? 
(turtle, toad, tadpole). Before school started Tommy and his 
friend Peter had fun playing with the toys. Find three toys 
the boys played with. (tank, train, tugboat). 
il 
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say the names of three toy s that begin with t: 
tank, tugboat, train 
say the names of three animals tha t begin with t: 
toad, turtle, tadpole 
say the names of two thinga you use in the bathroom: 
towel, toothbrush. 
Listen to these words and tell me which ones begin with t: 
tank - sank - te a ,- bee tie - go - tar - look 
tall - fall - tell - bell tail - rail - time - chime 
~ag - rag - s ag - ten taste - waste - s ack - tack 
hill - till - ti g~t - fi ght pickle - tickle - riddle -
Vfuich one does not begin wi t h t: 
tank - sank - tea 
tall - fall - tell 
tag - rag - ten 
till - tight - fight 
tie - tar - look 
pickle - tickle - table 
rail - tail - time 
waste - taste - t ack 
Independent practice: Use work sheet T t. 
tabr 
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s s 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
Sally sun sweater skirt 
star stairs sui tease scooter 
Santa slippers skates stove 
stocking sandwich steamboat ski is 
Individual children select the correct picture, name it, 
and place it on the flannelograpn, as teacher tells story. 
STORY: I 
"Our story tod~y is about Sally."(Put her picture on flanne] 
ograph). "Her name begins with s. (Place S s on flannelgrap 1) 
It was the night before Christmas. Sally was as excited 
as could be as she watched Father decorate the tree. It was 
pretty tree all covered with twinkly lights and on the very 
top Father put a big, silver (star). Sally hung her 
( s~ocking) near the fireplace. She wanted someone to ~e sure! 
- - I 
to see it when he eame down the chimney. Who? (santa). She I 
was afraid santa would be hungry after his long . journey fro, 
the North Pole so what do you think she put on a little tab~e 
I 
near the tree? (sandwich). Then she went to bed. In the morn 
ing something woke her up by shining in her eyes. It was the 
_(sun). Sally jumped o_ut of bed and ran down the (stairs) 
There under the tree was a big pile of presents. -Find three 
gifts that santa left for Father.(slippers, sweater, suitcas,Ei) 
Find three things for Sally's brother. (skat~s, skiis~ sailb~llt) 
. I 
I 
Ill 
I 
"The names of all .these things begin with what let-
ter?" (s). "Let us say them together."-Sally, star, stocking, 
santa, sandwich, sun, .stairs, slippers, sweater, sui tease, 
-- -
skates, skiis, steamboat, skirt, scooter, stove. 
"I am going to make up a riddle about one of the pic-
tures. see lf you c an guess which one. The one who guesses 
correctly may make up the next riddle." 
(If children are unabae to make up riddles the follow-
ing may be used.) 
1. I am thinking of a;:>meone · who is fat and jolly • 
He comes down thechimney. Who ts he? (Santa) 
2. Iam thinking of something big, and round, and yellow. 
It gives us' light. What is it? (sun) 
3. I am thinking of something that keeps you warm. 
Boys wear it and girls do, too. What is it? (sweater) 
4. I . am thinking of something long and thin. 
Boys have fun on them. They give the boys a fast ride. 
\~at are they? (skiis) 
5. I am thinking of something bright and sparkely. 
It is far away. we see it at night. Vlhat is it? (star) 
6. I am thinking of something to ride on. 
It has two wheels. What is it? (scooter) 
Independent practice: work sheet S s 
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R r 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
rabbit roof radio rope rowboat 
rooster robin river rock rocking horse 
Individual children select the correct picture, name it, 
and place it on flannelograph, as teacher tells story. 
"Here is a picture of a rabbit." (Put picture on flannelograpti) 
"Rabbit begins with R. (Put R ron flannelograph.) 
STORY: 
Little Rabbit opened the door of his little hutch and 
jumned out. Into the barnyard he hopped. "Cock-a-doodle-doo ~ " 
said someone. Little Rabbit looked all around till he s a w a 
2_ ___ (rooster). Mr. Rooster was sitting on top of the hen 
house - way up on the (roof). "Hello," said Little Rabbit. 
He hopp ed along until he met a bird with a red breast. It was 
a _ ._(robin). "Hello, Robin," sai~ Little Rabbit. 'The robin 
wa s pulling a worm from the ground and couldn't answer. Around 
the · corner of the house Little Rabbit saw Baby. She was havinJ 
a ride on a (rocking horse). Little Rabbit looked in the 
---
window. He saw Mother making a pie while she listened to the 
(radio). Just then Little Rabbit he ard Dick say to Peter, 
fiLet's go swimming," Little Rabbit hopped along behind the 
boys until they came to the (river). After their swim the 
boys played in an old (rowboat). It was tied to a big 
_ _ (rock) with a (rope). The boys had so much fun in the 
:3:3 
With what letter do the names of all these things start?(r) 
Say the words together: rabbit, rooster, roof, robin, radio, 
rocking horse, river, rowboat, rope, rock. 
Bring me an animal whose name starts with r. 
"Rabbit starts with r." 
Bring me a toy whose name starts with r. 
"Rocking horse starts with r • " 
Bring me something that play s music that starts with r. 
"Radio begins with r." 
~r~ng me the picture of a place to go swimming. It begins 
with~. 
"River begins with r." 
Bring me the picture of a boat that starts with r. 
11 Rowboat begins with r .• " 
Bring me somehhing girls jump that starts with r. 
"Rope begins with r." 
Have children tell things to do that start with r. 
(run, read, ride, roll, row, rock, race) 
Independent practice: work sheet R r. 
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R r S s · T t 
(Review lesson) 
1. Say aloud a word beginni ng with r, s, or t. Call on 
individual children to name the letter with which the 
word begins and give another word tha t begins with t he 
same letter. For example: 
Teacher: "Rag". Child: "Radio beg ins with r like rag. 11 
suggested list or words: 
table spool rose 
tape smile recess 
talk scissors ribbon 
ten see saw radish 
teddy bear saturday rubber 
2. Display a number of pictures whose names begin with r,s,t. 
Put R r, s s, T t, on top of pocket chart~ 
Ask individual children to selevt a picture, tell what 
letter it starts with and put it in the proper row on the 
chart, as: 
"Rocking chair begins with r." Puts picture . in R r column. 
3. Individual practice: Work sheet r,e,t. 
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D d 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
duck 
dog 
donkey 
deer 
daisy 
daffodil 
dandelion 
doctor 
diver dentist 
doll dinner 
drum dessert 
dairyman doughnut 
Individual children select the correct picture, name it, 
and place it on the flannelograph, as teacher tells story. 
STORY: 
once there was a boy named Dick • .(Put Dick's picture 
on the flannelograph.) Bick's name begins with D. (Put D don 
t he flannelo graph.) He liked to draw pictures. Every da y when 
he finished his school work he would say to the teacher, "May 
I draw today ?" Every day he would choose something different 
to draw, but every t hing he drew be gan with t he le-tte r :d.. 
On Monday he drew animals. Find four animals that he drew. 
(donkey, duck, deer, , dog ~ 
On TUesday he drew f~owers. Find three of them. 
(daffodil, daisy, dandelion) 
On Wednesday he drew the people he might be when he grew up. 
I {doctor, dentist, dairyman, diver) 
On Thursday he drew toys. 
(doll, drum) 
On Friday he drew things to e a t. 
(doughnut, dessert, dinner.) 
36 
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I 
"Let's name all the things Dick drew in a week: 
(Em-phasize initial sound): duck, dog, donk.ey, deer, daffodil, 
daisy, dandelion, doctor, dentist, dairyman, diver, doll, 
drum, doughnut, dessert, dinner. 
Distribute the pictures ag~in, and ask each child to 
give the n ame of his picture, t h en have him give another 
word that begi ns with d, as: 
"This is donkey. Day begins with d like donkey." 
Independent work: Work sheet D d. 
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H· h 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
Humpty Dump t¥ 
hobbyhorse 
handkerchief 
hat 
horn 
hair 
hatchet 
hearts 
Individual children select the correct picture, name it, 
and place it on the flannelograph as te a cher tells story. 
Our pictures today will begin with h. (put H h on the 
flannelograph). Hat begins with h. (Put witch's hat on the 
flannelograph). 
Sl1'0RY: 
It was Halloween. Dick and Jane were having a party. 
Everyone wore a funny costume. Dick looked like an egg. He 
was (Humpty Dumpty). Baby was dressed like a valen-
----
tine. She had big ____ (hearts) on her dress and in her _____ . , 
(hair). One boy was an Indian. What do you think he carried itn 
his hand? (hatchet). Another boy made believe he was a cow-
boy. He rode around on a ___ (hobby horse). Little Boy 
Blue made a lot of noise blowing his _(horn). Jane dress 
ed like a witch. She wore a big, tall ____ (hat). The childre 
bobbed for apples, played "Drop the (handkerchief), an \ 
other games. Everyone had fun at the party. 
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All these pictures begin with what letter? (h) 
Say the names of the pictures a s I point to them: 
Hu.mpt~ Dumpty , hearts, hair, hatchet, hobby horse, horn, hat, 
handkerchief. 
Finish these sentences with a word that begins with h. 
1. Girls like to have curly .(hair) 
2. we wear hats on our .(head) 
3. Bees give us 
4. we live in a 
---
• (honey) 
• · .(house) 
5. Horses like.;:~ to eat _.(hay} 
6. The carpenter d~ives nails with a .(hammer) 
---
7. Airplanes are kept in a 
----· (hang~r) 
8 ·: You hang your coat on a • (hook) 
----
Independent practice: work sheet H h. 
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F R D H T 
(Review lesson) 
l.Along the left side of pocket chart arrange key pictures: 
Father, ~abbit, duck, hat, turtle 
Distribute a number of pictures whose names begin with 
these consonants. call a child and ask him to put _his 
picture in the pocket chart bes-ide a liey picture that 
begins with the same letter. Have the other children 
check whether or not he put it in the correct place. 
2 •. say aloud a word ueginning with f,r,d,h,or t. Call on 
individual children to name the letter with which the 
word b egj_ns and give another word that begins with the 
same letter. For example: If the teacher says, "funny ," 
the child says, "Flower begins with f like funny." 
Suggested list: 
.face reach dozen hungry tumble 
fat read dust hike tennis 
fender rayen deep hanger time 
-
f~ed ride diamond harness top 
furniture ~ight ~ay ,!!oney tongue 
Inde pendent practice: Work sheet f,r, h ,t,d. 
II 
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G g 
Place the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
~irl 
gold 
green 
gate 
grass grapes 
gloves 
Individual children select the correct picture, name it, 
and place it on the flannelog~aph, as teacher tells story. 
This is a picture of a little girl. (Put girl's 
picture on flannelograph.) Girl begins with g. (Put let-
ters G g on corner of flannelograph.) 
STORY: 
Once upon a time there was a little girl. Her hair 
was the color of (gold}. She had two pets. Can you 
find them? (goat, goose). She liked to play with her pets 
I 
on the (green grass). One day the little girl for j 
got to close the garden ______ (gate). The goat saw the open 
gate and he went into the garden. He ate all the ___ , 
(green grass), and all the flowers, and even the little 
girl's _____ . (gloves) that she had left out on the ground. 
1. Find two color pictures that begin with g. 
"Gold begins with g. Green b egins with g." 
2. Find the pictures of two pets whose names begin with g. 
"Goat begins with g. GOose begins withg." 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
!I 
3. Find the things that _the goat ate whose names begin with g. 
"Grapes begin with ~ ~" 
"Grass begins with g." 
'tGloves begin with g." 
R~ymes: 
1. I am thinking of a word 
begins with g. (game) 
that rhymes with name but it 
2. I am thinking _of a word that rhymes with sun but it 
begins with g. (gun) 
3. I am thinking of a word that rhymes with seen but it 
begins with g. (green) 
4. I am thinkin~ . of a word that rhymes with round but it 
begins with g. (ground) 
5. I am thinking of a word that rhymes with stunt but it 
begins with g. (grunt) . 
6. I am thinking of a word that rhymes with boat but it 
begins with g. (goat) 
7. I am thinking of a word that rhymes with vasoline but 
begi ns with g. (gasoline) 
8. I am thinking of a word that rhymes with so but it 
begins with g. (go) 
Independent practice: work sheet G g. 
it 
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c c 
Pl ace the f ollowing pictures on t he blac ltboar d l e dge: 
curt~ins carpet candy coat 
c up candle carrot collar 
couch cabbage corn cap 
clock cake cookies cocoa 
r. Put the l e t ter s C c on top of t he pocket chart. Indic a te 
the above pictur e s . "The n ame s of a ll t he s e picture s be -
gin wi th this letter c. 
Children class·ii'y the pictures into the following c ate~ 
gories : 
Things for t he house, Things to eat , Things to we ar, 
Chi l dren place e ach pictur e i n t he c orrect column and 
s ay : "Cabbage begi ns wi t h c. I t is a ve getable . 11 e tc . 
I I . Chi ldren s ay t he wor ds on t he pocket chart as t he t eucher 
poi nts to t hem, emphasizing t he i ni ti a l consonant . 
1 III . Call for c - words b y de s cr i pt i on and ask children t o say 
t he answer: 
l . A b aby cow {c a lf ) 
2. Wher e we put our c l othe s. (closet) 
3. Some t h i ng t ha t t a.kes pictures. (c ame ra ) 
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4. An animal with a hump on his back. (camel) 
5. An Indian's boat, (canoe) 
6. An animal that catches mice. (cat) 
7. The funny man at the circus. (clown) 
8. An animal who gives . us milk. (cow) 
9. What a rooster says. (Cock-a-doodle-doo) 
10. something black that we use to make a fire. (coal) 
Independent practice: work sheet C c. 
L 1 
Place the following p lctures on the blaclboar d ledr;e: 
l amb lemons lilies 
l ady lettuce lake 
letter lilacs ladder 
· Individual children select the correct picture, n ame it. 
and place it on the flannelo gr aph, as teacher tells stor y . 
The story today is about a little l amb. (pl ace picture of 
lamb on flannelo graph .) Lamb beg i ns with L. (Place L 1 
on the flannalogruph.) 
STOHY: 
Once there wa s a 11 ttle lamb. He belonge d to a k ind 
(lady). Everywhere the l ady ~ent t he little l amb ¥mnt 
too. He followed her to t he post office vvhen she mailed a 
(letter). He followed her to the grocery store where 
---
she went to buy s ome and • (lemons , lettuce). 
---
He followed her to the garden where she picked and 
_. (lilacs, lilies) for a bouquet. When she went 
oilY\ swim~ng he followed her to the (lake ). He e v en tried 
to follow her up the (ladde r) which she put a gainst 
the tre e so she could pick some c herries. This made t he 
l ady l a u Bh a nd l a ugh • 
• 
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~-ay all the words that be gin with 1 : lamb, lady, letter, 
lemons, lettuce, lilacs; lilies, lake, ladder. 
These words begin with what letter? (1) 
say aloud the following sentences, containing ~ords ~hat 
begin with 1. Children listen then name the 1-words. 
1. Lillian went to the library. 
2. The little lamb played on the lawn. 
3. Listen to the lion roar. 
4. Father lifted the long log. 
5. Lilies and lilacs are pretty flowers. 
6. The lady laughed at the lamb. 
7. Larry lit the lantern. 
s. The last le8f floated down. 
'--
Independent practice: work sheet L 1. 
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G g C c L 1 
(Review lesson) 
Arrange the following pictures in mixed order along the ' 
Chalk tray: 
goat 
gloves 
grapes 
gate 
clock 
candle 
cake 
cap 
lamb 
ladder 
letter 
lady 
1. Find the picture of something that .starts with g 
and r hymes with co at. (goat) 
2. Find a picture that starts with 1 and rhymes with 
better. (letter I 
3. Find a picture that starts with c and rhymes with 
lock. (clock) 
4. Find a picture that starts wi th g and rhymes with 
scrapes. (grapes) 
5. Find a picture tha.t star t s with 1 and rhymes with 
jam\ . (lamb) 
6. Find a picture that starts with c and rhymes with 
rake. (cake) 
7. Find a picture that starts with c and rhymes with lap. 
(cap) 
8. Find a picture that starts with g and rhymes with 
1 
late. (gate) 
9. Find a picture that st arts with 1 and rhymes with 
shady. ( ladyi), 
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J j Kk 
On the blackboard ledge display the following pictures 
.. 
in mixed order: 
Jumping-:- Jack jar kangaroo key 
Jack-in-the-box jello lUng 
Jack and Jill kite kettle 
Place a jack-o-lantern on the left side of pocket chart. 
Put a kitten on the right side. 
Direct the children to choose pictures that begin like the 
first key picture and place them under the jack-o-lantern. 
Direct inthe same manner for the other key picture, kitten. 
Have the children say all the words that "begin with j 
like jack-o-lantern." 
say all the words that "begin with k like kitten." 
Riddles: 
1. I am thinking of something to eat that begins with j. 
· ( jell6, jelly, jam) 
2. I am thinking of a dance that begins with j. 
(jig) ·; 
3. I am thinking of a brother and sister whose names 
begin with j. (Jack and Jill) 
li 
ll 
4. I am thinking of something we make out of pumpkins 
for Halloween. (jack-o-lanters) 
5. I am thinking of a room in the house that starts with k. 
(kitchen) 
6. I am thinking of something children fly on a w+fidy day 
that begins with k. (ka yes) 
7. I am thinking of s9m~thing that unlocks the door that 
begins with k. (key) 
8. I am thinking of something we boil water in that st~rts 
with k. (kettle) 
Shuffle the pictures. Flash the p_icture c a rds and c a ll on 
the children to name the picture and tell with wh at let-
ter the names begin, as: "King beg ins with k.n 
Independent practice: Work sheet J j K k. 
I' 
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N n 
On the blackboard ledge display the following pictures: 
needle nest nose 9 
napkin necktie nurse 19 
nail newspaper nut 
"The names of these pictures begin with n." (Put N n on 
top of pocket chart.) "Say the words together. It (Pronounce 
slowly, emphasizing the initial consonant.) 
Riddles: 
Find the picture that answers the riddle and put it on the 
pocket chart. The answer must be a word that starts with n. 
1. Mother uses it to mend the clothes.(needle) 
2. we use it at the table when we eat. (napkin) 
3. we have them on the end of our fingers. (nails) 
4. A place where hens lay eggs. (nest) 
5. Father wears one around his neek. (necktie) 
6. something we read every day. (newspaper) 
7. Part of our face. (nose) 
8. A woman who works in a hospital. (nurse) 
9. What the s quirrel puts away for the winter.(nuts} 
I, 
I 
II 
GAME: 
we will play a game with words that rhyme. I'll say a word 
and you say a word beginning with n that rhymes with it. If 
you say a word that doesn't rhyme or does not begin with n, 
you are out of the game. 
same (name) vest (nest) lot · (not) 
hail (nail) cow (now) rose _ (nose) 
deck (neck) so (n6) poise (noise) 
but (nut) shine (nine) pickle (nickle) 
haughty (naughty) purse (nurse) slumber (number) 
Independent practice: work sheet N n. 
·:. ;;·:;-,) u tl''"Ji':;;j .. ,. 
kT .~ ·~ ' l r") 1 ii.t:!. :4 .; • ·~:1_ tS.) •• 
·-""--- 1 l '- j~ ~r· .. :- ...... 
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Display the following picturesoon the blackboard ledge: 
Peter potatoes 
peas peaches 
pumpkin pears 
pansies 
petunias 
puppy 
pig 
pail 
pie 
pancakes 
Individual children select the correct picture, name it, 
and place it on the flannelograph, as teacher tells story. 
our story today is about this little boy. His name is Peter. 
(Put Peter's picture on the flannelograph.) Peter begins 
with p. (Place P p on flannelograph.) 
STORY: 
Peter was seven years old . He lived on a farm. In the 
spring he helped Father plant the vegetable garden. Find 
three vegetables Father and Peter planted. (peas, pumpkins, 
potatoes). In the summer he helped pick the fruit. Find two 
kinds of fruit that grew on the farm. (peaches, pears). 
sometimes he helped mother take care of the flower garden. 
Find the two flower!S that mother liked best. (pansies, pet-
unias). Best of all he liked to play with his pet 
---· 
(puppy). Every morning and night the puppy went with Peter 
while he .fed the __ (pig). Peter carried the Pig's food in 
a (pail). working so hard made Peter hungry. He was 
always happy when Mother had 
and pancakes). 
and _____ .for supper. (pie, 
I 
I 
I. 
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The names of these pictures begin with what letter? (p}. 
Say the words together: Peter, peas, pumpkins, potatoes, 
peaches, pears, pansies, petunias, puppy, pig, pail, pan-
oakes, pie. 
Listen to these words and tell me which ones begin with p. 
Which ones do not begin with p? 
1. pen, pencil, paper, napkin. 
2. plate, platter, jelly, picnic. 
3. Book, page, picture, pay. 
4. pine, tree, parrot, peanut. 
5. pick, pear, paint, . fence. 
6. lunch, pineapple, pie, pumpkin. 
7. fickle pickle, play pup-py. 
8. pipe, ripe, plane, pull. 
9. pink, place, face, pace. 
10. pill, pansy , paddle, saddle. 
Independent practice: work sheet P p. 
I 
li 
I 
I 
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Display the following pictures on the blackboard ledge: 
wagon 
wheelbarrow 
whiskers 
wig 
window 
wall 
wing . 
wishbone 
All these words begin with w. (put W win pocket chart.) 
Find two pictures of things that have wheels. 
Find two pictures of things made of hair. 
Find two things that are part of a house. 
Find two things that are part of a chicken. 
. Children .insert the correct pair of pictures in the pocket 
chart .• 
Riddles: 
1. rff;hat does the robin eat that begins with W? (worms) 
2. What does the cat do after she eai s? (wash) 
3. Vfuat does father do to earn money that begins with w? 
(work) 
4. What makes the tops of the trees move? (wind) 
5. What does the fireman use to put out the fire? (water) 
6. What does Santa we ar on his face that begins with w? 
(whiskers) 
7. What do we drink when we are thirsty? (water) 
8. Of what is your desk made? (wood) 
II I 
I 
I 
;j 
GAME: 
All stand up. I'll say some words that begin with wand 
some words that do not begin with w. If you hear a word 
that begins with w, clap your hands. If you clap for any 
other sound than w, you are out of the game and must sit 
down. Listen carefully . 
cannot whip boat word 
warm mother watch house 
hill wade hello wish 
dance won wheelbarrow July 
water jar jam noise 
Independent practice: work sheet W w. 
_ _l 
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(Review lesson) 
1. I am thinking of something to write with. 
It begins with p like paper. (pen, pencil) 
2. I am thinking of something . to sew with. 
It begins with~ like nail. (needle) 
3. I am thinking of something to eat. 
It begins with .J. like Jack • .. (jelly or jam) 
4. I am thinking of romething children fly. 
It b~gins with k like king. (kite) 
5. I am thinking of something to boil water in. 
It begins with k like key. {kettle) 
6. I am thinking of s:> me thing a bird eats. 
It begins with w like water. (worm) 
. -
7. I am thinking of something a bird lives in. I 
It begins with~ like nose. (nest) I 
II 
8. I am thinking of someone who keeps the school clean. 
His name begins with J like jump. (janitor) 
9. I am thinking of something to write on. 
It begins with p like paint. (paper) 
10. I am thinking of something that tesls the time. 
It begins with w like work. (watch). 
Consonant game: 
Have children make a set of consonant cards; capital form 
on one side, small on other: consonants j,k,n,p,w. 
Teacher pronounces words that start with consonant sounds 
j,k,n,p,w, such as: plate, ~all, ~ewspaper, July, kitten. 
As each word is pronounced the children hold up the con-
sonant card that represents the first sound of the word. 
This provides. opportunity for group work. 
Independent practice: work she e t j,k,n,p,w. 
I 
II 
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF WORK SHEETS 
B b color the pictures whose names begin with 
"b like balloon". 
M m color the pictures whose names begin with 
"m like mouse". Put a blue line under the 
pictures whose names do not begin with m. 
m b Color red the pictures that begin with m. 
Color yellow the pictures that begin with b. 
F f Color orange all the pictures whose names 
begin with "f like fish". Draw a green x 
-
under the pictures whose names do not begin 
with r. 
T t Put a green line under the pictures whose names 
begin with "t like tree". Color those pictures. 
s s Draw some gifts whose names begin with "s like 
star" and hang one on each s. (sled, scarf, sock, 
ski, scooter.) 
R r Draw a red line under the pictures which begin 
with r. Draw a blue x under the pictures which 
do not begin with r. Color the r pictures. 
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r t s Draw a line between the p ictures whose names 
beg in with the s ame sound. Color the s pic-
ture s white, the t pictures green, the r pic -
- -
tures brown . 
D d Color the pictures whose n ames start with 
11 d like door". Put a circle a ro und the pic-
tures the names of whlch do not begin with d . 
H h Color the p ictures whose n ames start with 
f r d 
h t 
"h like h a t". Draw a line under the p ictures 
wh ich do not beg in like h a t. 
say the wor d in the box to yourself . J:i'in\ 
two other pictures in tha t row wh ich b e gin 
with the same sound. Color those pictures. 
(} g Put an x under t he pictures of things tha t 
begin with "g like garage ". Color them. 
C c In e ach s quare draw something that begins 
wi th "c like c ar "• It mus t be something that 
could be foUna on a farm- cow, calf, c ar , 
cat, carrot ·~ , cabbage, corn. 
59 
L 1 Color yellow all the pictures whose names 
begin with "1 like light". Put a green line 
under the pictures which do not begin with 1. 
g c 1 . Draw a line between the pictures whose names 
begin with the same sound. Color them. 
J j Color orange the pictures of things whose 
K k 
names start with "j like jar". Color yellow 
the pictures of things whose names begin with 
"~ like kettle". 
N n Put an x under the picture of objects the 
names of .which begin with "n like nail". 
Color those pictures. 
p p Color the pictures that begin with "p like 
pear". nraw a green circle around the objects 
that do not begin with p. 
w w Color the objects in each picture whose name begins 
with "w like wishbone". Put a blue x on the objec)s 
whose name does not begin with w. 
j k n Draw a line between the pictures whose names 
p w 
begin with the same letter. Color the pictures. 
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RHYMING WORDS 
1. Recite simple rhymes in which children recognize the 
rl;lyming words : 
"Old Mother Hubbard 
went to the. cupboard. 
2. Find familiar rhyming couplets. 
supply the final rhyming word: 
Jack and Jill 
went up the • 
Say them aloud. Children 
Little Jack Horner 
Sat in the • 
3. Children supply the rhyming word in the last line of a 
rhyme: 
The big, black cat 
Ate and grew • 
When I was ill 
Doctor Bill 
Gave me a ·:.< '· • 
-
4. Have children make original rhymes, such as: 
Hop, frog, hop 
Do not stop. 
5. Children add rhyming words to a list of words .: 
Wing, sing, king, (swing, ring, bring, etc.) 
6. Rhyming riddles: 
Something you slide on. It rhymes with bed. (sled) 
Something you play with. It rhymes with fall. (ball) 
7. Say four familiar words. Ask the children to listen. 
Then ask them to name the ones that rhyme: 
hop, boy, 
cat, mouse, 
cake, girl, 
hot, cold, 
play, top 
door, house 
lake, fun 
pot, stove 
8. Finding pictures of objects that rhyme: 
A number of pictures from magazines may be thumb tacked 
on a large piece of beaver board. Children select pictures 
the names of which rhyme: 
fan - man 
swing - ring cake - lake 
moon - spoon 
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9. Say a wor d , a nd t h en g ive t hree or fo ur other war e s. 
Childre n n ume t h e <J•ord s ti:u.:. t r hyme with t he f:L rst wo r d : 
man see p an fan h o p 
look see book hous e cook 
meat e a t fish se a t he a t 
10. Have a set of rhyming pictures . Mix t h e m. Th en h&ve 
ch~ ldren select t wo or t h ree r hymi ng pictures and put 
t h e m in the pocket c hart, a s: 
school - tool 
duck - truck 
ki tten - mi tten 
p i g - wig - jig 
r un - sun - bun 
bo a t - co a t - go a t 
11. ~ive t he f irst line of ~.._ r hyme . Let the chi l dre n t h ink 
out t he secon d l ne , a s: 
There was a littl~ c a t 
(He ChU::·ht a 11 ttle r at .) ' or h oweve r th~y compl ete it 
1 2 . Mal<e u p own r h yme s about a p i cture. 
13. Review initial consonants b y c ulline f or rhyming ~ord s, a s 
uName a · b-word t hat r h ymes wi t h funny." (bunny ) 
1 4 . ~ive pr act ice in compar ing s ounds: 
"Do rug and mug r hyme? '' 
"Do hand and s .md r h;,.·me?" 
"IJO mice and mous e r hyme ? 11 
15. Listen to jingles and rh:>'mes. Clap hands on the r hjming 
wor ds. 
16 . Say four or five 'f.!ord s, all but one of whi c h r h yme. Tell 
t he words t ha t r hyme. Whic h one does no t r h s me? 
s:i. ng , r ing , s wing , sam , wi n g . 
17. Dramati ze rh~: ming wor ds : 
"Do sometr1 ~. ng tha t r h ymes with bump ." {jump ) 
18 . 1\ ftHr t h e y are f amili a r with inl tibl consonn! rts play 
r h yming g ·.~ rte: 
"I 9.m t :n:tnking of a wo rd t h '-·. t rh~vmes vd t h brother 
but it begins wi t h m. Wh a t is it?" (mo t her) 
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Look at the p ictures in the first box. Say the names to 
y nurself. Draw a line under the picture if the words rhyme. 
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Draw a line from the picture in the f~rst column to the one 
that rhymes with it on the opposite side. 
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One object in each row has a different sound than the first 
nicture i~ the row~ Findithe pictures that rhyme with the first plcture ana mark t. 
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RHYMI NG PICTURBS 
Mi meograph the followin g p ictures on oak t ag . Provide 
a set of six for e a c h c h ild in t he group . Include i n t h e set 
one picture tha t d oes not r hyme. 
·::ords f or t he r h ymi n g pictures were t aken from Durrel 
and sullivan's t'e acher 1 s Manual Prepar a tory Uni t. p , 1 20 
pe a r - bear 
tree - bee 
f l a g - b ag 
bed - sled 
s un - gu n 
bo y - toy 
di s h - fish 
sta r - c a r 
h o use - mouse 
duc k - truc k 
box - fox 
train - ratn 
kitten - mit -cen 
mon key - donkey 
plane - cane 
corn - horn 
b a t - hat 
s hell - bell 
boat - goat - co a t 
swing - king - ring 
do g log - fro g 
man can 'an 
nail - t a il - p a il 
s pool - sc hool - stool 
Non-rhyming wor d s: hen, drum , c 1:1ke, l i ght . 
For g r oup work: 
1. Have t h e c h ildren se lect t h e rhymi n g card s, p l a ce 
t he m s i de by side on t he blac lcbo a r d ledge , and 
say : "Pe a r r hynes wi t h bear." "IJ.'ree r h,y . es ~ · ith 
bee." 
2. Di stribute the p ic ture c a r d s. Ask: "Who ha s a 
p icture tha t rhyt11e s wi t h pain?" (trhin) e~. 
3 . Pu t h a lf the picture c ur d s on the blackboard ledg e 
Distri bute the picture s whic h r hyme with t he m. 
Ask each child to p l a c.e h is p icture bes i de t h e 
p icture with whic h i t r hymes. 
4 . Disp l ay p ictur e card s on t h e poc ke t c hart or 
bla c kbo ard ledge. Dire ct child to f i n d a p icture 
tha t rhyme s with tree, with re d , etc. Child finds 
t he p icture and s ay s: "Bee rhyme s with tree . " e tc . 
5 . Di stri bute t he c ard s. 
"'}ho has a c a r d tha t rhymes with f'l ug ?" (b ag ) 
11 Tell me a no t he r word thh t r hyme s wi t h f l ag u.n d 
b ag ." (tag ) or "Tell me all the word.s you c a n 
t hi n > o f t h a t r hyme with f l &.g a nd b ag ." 
For ind i vi dual work : 
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OUTLINE OF WORKBOOK EXERCISES 
DEVELOPING ME'niODS OF WORD ATTACK 
I. Developing Visual Discrimination 
Observing letters that are alike 
Observing capital and small-letter forms 
II. 
Discriminating between words easily confused 
Recognizing likenesses and differences in words 
Developins Phonetic Skills 
Visual perception or initial consonants 
Visual perception of final consonants 
Visual perception of consonant blends 
Visual perception of initial consonant digraphs 
Rhyming words 
III. Structual ·Analysis 
Recognizing variant word forms: 
Plurals : s 
Verbs ending in ed 
Verbs ending in ing 
Compound words 
Recognizing little words ln larger ones 
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PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The lessons developed in this study were planned to 
provide practice in visual discrimination of word elements 
and to develop a few simple skills in word analysis. 
Since they were devised to be used with a slow 
learning group they were purposely made easier in order to 
insure success. · Because of the inability of these children 
to note likenesses and differences among word forms many 
confusions had resulted; therefore, the exercises call 
attention to the differences in letter forms, initial 
consonants, initial consonant blends, final consonants, 
rhyming words, word variants, and compound words. Each 
lesson was planned to take about fifteen minutes. 
The first step was to compile a list of the words 
which were included in the three pre-primers, the primer, y 
and the first reader of the basal series. These were used 
as a guide in planning the exercises. 
This list follows: 
1/ William S.Gray,et.al.,Curriculum Foundation Series, 
1tew York: Scott Foresman and Company, 1946. 
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VOCABULARY LIST 
II 
!I 
words .found in 
Pre-Primers Primer 
We Look and See Fun with Dick and Jane 
We Work and Play 
We Come and Go 
a black dog 
-
and bump ducks 
away birthday doll 
'I a · boy e 
II -are 
e eat 
at -
come eggs 
ate 
can 
all 
.f 
I cars 
.I 
animals 
.funny 
cookies 
am Father 
cluck 
.find b cat 
for Baby came 
big .family 
d blue .fun 
Dick 
.four boats 
down r~,rm bow-wow 
do fast but 
did friends I barn tl 

I 1 see 
I 
-.I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
something 
Sally 
said 
say . 
saw 
sat 
soon 
so 
Susan 
school 
t 
Tim 
to 
two 
too . 
toys 
talk 
tail 
Tom · 
u 
up 
under 
w 
work 
wants 
we 
will 
went 
wanted 
with 
well 
was 
l. 
yellow 
you 
yes 
ch 
chickens 
children 
th 
the 
this 
three 
they 
thank 
II 
II 
II 98 
that 
II 
there 
I 
wh I 
I 
where I 
who 
what 
white 
II 
,. 
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VOCABULARY LIST 
Our New Friends (First Reader} 
a Bunny eating 
after behind 
t 
as brown first 
ask 
another e 
found 
-
color five 
any 
apples can't 
feet 
could from 
an 
again coming 
.feed 
I 
called fell 
asked ' 
along corn 
food 
fly 
b d faster 
I 
I buy day 
:I 
,, 
find I 
Bill dinner 
·I 
fat 
basket don•t 
I 
busy door ~ 
back dear going 
Bil.ly Dick's give 
bird dark green 
book . gray 
e 
began - glad Ellen 
' 
li be galloping 
I every 
bumped 
everywhere 
. 
·I 
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I 100 
:I 
I 1: h laugh 0 
-
her let's old 
hurry looking once 
his outdoor 
m 
has of 
maybe 
head open 
man 
jl 
him over 
made 
helped other 
making 
how or 
milk 
hill 
morning !?. had 
many Peter 
1 may put 
Jim merry-go-round Patty 
jumped Mrs. pennies 
just Mr. pocket 
Jane's met paint 
Jill moo painted 
n party k 
name poky know 
next playing 
l Nancy push 
lives night pushed 
let nuts puppy 
lost nest peep 
last nothing 
:I 
I 
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·I 
r I 
- st 
rain u 
store 
reads us 
stop 
room umbrella 
story 
•I robins I stopped v 
rourid 
very 
running 
t valentine 
road 
time w 
rooster 
take wagon 
s took walk 
-
splash town walked 
street tree way 
swish were 'I 
., 
sleep th worked 
I 
:I 
slowe~ them wish I 
II 
some things wind 
surprise then wee 
I squirrel think woman 
I 
snow thought 
wh 
Sally's 
which 
sleepy 
when 
sang 
why 
l. 
your 
yard 
102 
I 
,, 
Find the letters that are alike. 
_.,.__ . ...,.__..~.l ;ti ~~-
a l s s c a 
e e e a c 
-· 
' - "-.; ...,_ • ..-~--,.•--..- ... ' r "' -. ·-=--: 
r b h h r r 
r b b b r r 
t r m r 
f t c 0 
n u d b m n 
u n d b n m 
Draw a ring around all the letters in the row that are 
like the first letter in each row. 
m 1!1 m n m 
!+---------1--------~·· _ ........ ________ _ 
t t k t h 
b 
___ J ~· b p b p 
. 
--
- ... --· . . 
l 
! 
II n n n m u 
I 
I 
'I c c c c 0 I 11-
1!1 r e 8 8 
1-
I f t t f f 
g p g 
n u n u n 
I 
I b . b d b d 
I 
I 
i 
.I 
103 
II 
104 
" I line between the letters that 
!I 
Draw a are alike. 
s 1 p r 
I; T t R p 
I' I L s y y 
....,...__ . ...,. 
' 
');~--· . . · .. . ~-· . ,, ..... · ... . • .. . t .. , '\ • :·~ 
N d t M b 
I n I u m 
~ 
D 1 B u 
:. '!. , ;;.·· 
B - c c c 
M m l 0 1 
c b ~ L 0 l 
·~- _j_ .. , .. ~-·- ··' ' ,. ~ .. ,, 
' G J r w w ,. 
R g w j 
E e p p 
105 
Draw a line between the two words that say the same thing l 
Now Thank Happy Take 
It now take go 
thank it Go happy 
...... -
.........._.... .... ..-,.,.-.. ~- -----· 
run On guess Will 
on Run will See 
Mew mew see Guess 
-
good you red Red 
can Good look 
You Can Run 
I 
II Some Have The Who 
have his who see 
His some See the 
106 
Find one word that is different from all the other words 
on the line. Draw a line under the word that is different. 
no no no on 
·-"') .... r! !L stop stop spot stop 
. 
.. __ ..__.....,...._ .. _ ..._ .
.,.,,_3_ -~· ---~~ .... . 
yes say yes yes 
we me me me 
II 
. ,.,__. "'- '-" .. 
' 
- .. ... 
"···· ~ . ·- .. 
II big big dig big 
and and and said 
-----
__ .. ..--,..., .,. ..._..... 
II come 
il 
come some come 
----·--~~....--...... --~ .... ,_. -.....---.. -.. ·'· 
fall fall tall fall 
I -- -~-~- . - .. 
I hat hat hat hop 
boy boy dog boy 
,, 
I. 
II 
II 
II 
Draw a line under the words in each row that are the same. 
fun for ot tor 
11"---
·-------·-------··--···------ ·-···---·---···-···· .... -·-
··-¥·-------- -- -·-· ·· -·----·----- .. ---...... - ···- . 
I wanted want 
11 - -------·- ·-· .. '• " ~ .... _. --··· 
wanted went 
paint party paint part 
'I 
you ~ou your yes 
come some came come 
--· --- _ _.._ .... --- · ... · -
__ ,. ___ , _, . 
~· · ·· • • . ., ,. . .... =--· .. 
food book book good 
get get pet got 
hat hen him hat 
1-
__ _ __ ... -·· --- ~· . ·---·· .. - .. -·· 
has has his him 
cake make call cake 
us up us use 
ball tall call tall 
I 
'I II 
I! 
107 
108 
Find one word that is different from all the others in 
the line. Draw a line under the word that is different. 
was was saw was 
said said said and 
no on no no 
'• 
big big big dig 
yes yes say yea 
stop spot stop stop 
fell tell tell tell 
Write the missing word in the blank space. 
The boy had pets. ( on -no ) 
I He a good boy. (saw - was ) 
I 
'I 
Dick saw a dog. ( dig - big ) 
I 
Mother I could go, too. ( said -and ) 
I 
lj 
II 
II 
I 
109 
Draw a ring around the words that are like the first 
. . 
one in each row. 
saw was 
was Wa;s 
saw saw 
saw was 
saw was 
was was 
saw saw 
was was 
was saw 
was was 
saw was 
110 
I 
Draw a ring aro~~ allthe words in the row that are the 
same as the first word. 
want went 
want want 
went went 
went went 
want will 
well went 
want want 
went wall 
with went 
want want 
want went 
Find the right word to write on the line. 
l. The boys home. (went - want ) 
II 
2. What did the man ? ( went - want ) 
3. Father to the farm. ( went - want ) 
4. The little kittens milk. ( went - want ) 
-----
II 111 
Draw a line under the part in each of the four words 
in each box that are alike. 
played called how now 
'I 
jumped helped cow bow 
112 
I 
I 
I I . 
Draw a line from the d in the center to the words 
that begin with d. 
dog hat 
~ doll 
big ~ does 
ball baby 
I 
some rabbit 
II-i _::::__ _ ____ ......._ _ __.._, ........... , .... ...,, . ...,. ..................... ~-· ·-........ ·:.~-... • ·~_,--··--
! came 
do 
bring 
drink 
now 
d 
~ ·" -
d 
d 
did 
down 
that 
hall 
... 
you 
-I<ed 
does 
now 
did 
deep 
duck 
fan 
ball 
do 
dear 
113 
I ~ I 
Draw a line under the words in each line that begin with b. I 
come Dick 
11--------·-.... ---- -------·~;· . -~ · · ~  ... ;.. ... ._ . 
can do Baby boat 
blue bump away int9 
Billy book bump mother 
-·- ···-· .. ~---· 
il big pig on blue 
boats car down black 
Draw a line from the m in the center to the words that 
begin with !1!• 
man 
not 
mother 
!;.---------.... -----------........... ,_,.,_.,.,."'""""""""'--..· .....  
till 
make 
me 
run 
want 
m 
miss 
new 
wet 
to 
mew 
red 
let 
now 
my 
11------------------~ ...... lofo'F ......... _.t_...,..,...., ... __ •____ ,., __ 
hill . 
rat 
mother 
me 
the 
m 
. jump 
put 
mill 
mat 
to 
- --·----..-------If.,-··---= -~t'd.....,WH"""'H __ _, •• rv-.... · :. e.....,..rel"""-~ ,._. _ ..._. _;.,_,. __ *•->' ....,, ~-•.  :~-~ -~·-·--
the 
man 
is 
mother 
m 
you 
miss 
run 
my 
115 
I 
l 11.6 ~ 
.. 
.. 
:, . 
. .... 
Draw a line under all the words that begin with ~· 
,, 
,, 
I' 
going boy •other 
II tree green glad 
girl have good 
II 
baby gave go 
I 
! 
get see some 
~I . - ~= =·· "ffO&'"~ ·-~ ........ 
'I 
I 
good-by going get 
the tall girl 
man give cat 
I gave will you 
II guess going dog 
I 
I 
t 
117 
jl 
I Draw a line under the words that begin with w in each line. 
I 
work you we see 
'I 
welt too toys was 
ye_llow with soon want 
up went soon well 
will toy we 
you with came will 
I. cat we do with 
some was work we 
II 
118 
Draw a line under the words that begin with h. 
horse call had hello 
he can here family 
find house is good 
hen hop hens happy 
• ........__ 
- 4--
' 
have helps her little 
hen girl he hill 
farm he boat hop 
~ 
I ,, into doll happy 'l tun ·.• 
·i 
" i 
\ i ·; Father did , her happy ., { 
happy here had baby 
run house 
' 
big pretty ., 
' '• 
have dog pig barn 
,1 
_ ____j_.,_f'o~·~-
her hop eggs good 
he Grandmother : hens horse 
did house hops eat 
find g!lrl ducks family 
Draw a line under allthe words that begin with k. 
-
I kite kitten house just 
II 
like how like key 
kitten hen kite full 
hill keep kitten some 
take king tree kit t en I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
' I 
Draw a line ~rom the letter to the words beginning with 
the same letter. 
~ather 
said 
see 
b s 
boy come 
barn some 
sit 
house farm 
have run 
h can to 
how for 
little baby 
had found 
120 
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Draw a ring around the words that begin with~ 
pet pretty please pin 
tree not want pan 
put pig play cut 
went it is pet 
played pet pony pretty 
Here are some words that begin with p. 
. . .. . ~ 
Can you wrtte the right word in the blank space? 
pretty play 
1. Baby likes to --------------· 
2. Dick has a. new • 
--------
3. Will yqu 
-------
the book on the table,please? 
4. Jane has a dress. 
Find all the words in each line that begin with the 
same letter as the first word. 
Draw a line under the first letter of these words. 
have not house baby -here rabbit 
fun Father farm ball four family 
soon said saw did look Sally 
make Mother me ball away May 
cow cannot dog Come Make 
went now Will will We work 
to talk toy did big tall 
boat good big ball Mother barn 
Mother me some you now did 
1.22 
II 
" I 
123 
II 
Draw a line under all the words in the row that 
begin with the same letter as the letter at the top of 
that row. 
b 8 h 
-
ball said man 
color puppy hill 
baby snow going 
dinner sing has 
IJ 
bird 
I I 
nut Jane 
book I slow ( help I' I began Sally ,. him 
I t 
~ 
r I ~j 
I bump put 1; laugh 
I ' 
f. Peter some 
' looking 
i. ~ 
be stopped hurry 
'I I 
jl 
I 
II 
I 
.I 
,, 
'I II ,, 
I 
I! 
II 
I 
'I 
Draw a line under all the words ia the row that 
124 
I 
I, 
,, 
Draw a line from the word in the left column to the 
word in the right columQ that begi~s with the same letter. 
top 
dog 
do call 
here hat 
• mtrl!_ 
find name 
home funny 
not her 
play red 
ran put 
I 
,, 
-l 
~ 
~ 
'• 
~ 
t~ 
·" 
' 
" ·~ 
kind jump 
just kite 
good little 
look me 
mother go 
will your 
see sat 
you we 
baby doll 
duck boy 
125 
126 
Draw a line between the words that begin with f. 
doll for four farm 
friends good fun some 
fast hello find all 
Father home fast come 
guess for play Family 
I 
for boat-. have fast I 
'I am farm funny into 
' 
I 
1\ 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
II 
12? 
Fi nd a 1ord tha t ends with each of these le t te r s. 
s t m r 
mother c at Tom 
l y k d 
baby ball book b a d 
n g s d 
ch i ckens gl ad hen 
y m r n 
then funny brown him 
128 
Draw a red line under all the l words that end with !• 
rabbit cat mother 
I 
doll table tree 
I what top boat 
I! hop will CaD 
li 
sit want want 
il ott rat feet 
I 
Draw a.' green line under all the words that end with !• 
I 
will mother school 
I with did has 
I 
'I 
like call hill 
I ball see farm 
,. 
nut hill fill 
doll milk tall I 
II 
milk girl shall I! 
'I 
II 
' 129 
Draw a line under the words that end with the same 
letter as the ~irst word in the box. 
red went ~ter 
;f 
man f'ind ~ather 
I had street brown 
il 
good want mother 
read little eo lor 
'·-·- ..... 'P'll!l~ "Qll 
this t saz. run 
I 
I yes try tun 
I 
some \ yes not 
t 
was way man 
cats run open 
had now I halE. l 
did cow sleep 
run see peep 
said blow shop 
II 
dog this party 
,, 
I 
:, --~I 
I .I 
I 
:I 
,, 
,I 
,, 
j' 
II 
I' I 
lj 
II 
I 
I' 
,I 
I 
'I 
II 
Draw a 
letter as the 
sleeE_ 
hop 
pull 
stop 
help 
'do_s 
good 
big 
some 
.. 
flag 
.._ -· ~.~ .. - .• _#..,, 
bar 
that 
come 
poor 
dinner 
130 
line :under the words that end with the same 
first word in the box. 
good brown 
-
f 
• 
red ~ can 
' 
I said not 
t 
r did father i t 
t 
ll 
r. girl man 
'I black that 
talk want 
kitten I them I 
milk l cat l kick kite I 
' 
~.~. I ~ ,.,_ ,• 
feel cakes 
girl as 
the sing 
pull guess 
this cats 
----. .-- .......... . .. . -
I . 
Draw a line between the two words in each box that end 
with the same letter. 
let he not mother dinner a t 
fat after feet dear 
fat or eat feet hear net 
over paint color after our fat 
1!-------·-·--·--
father not dinner hear basket four 
after l as t met le t car paint 
f a ther fat not or at hat 
that or door went our chair 
II 
131 
132 
Finish the sentences . 
Find a ~ord that ends with the letter given. 
kitten 
1. Jane is a little ---------- - -1. 
2. She likes to play with her ---------n. 
3. The name of the kitten is -------f. Dick 
4 . Spot .is th:: name of the --------g. dog 
5. He l Ltes to pl ay with ---------k. 
6. Dick can play -----------1. red 
7. The ball i s blue and --------d. ball 
Draw a line from the two letters on the left to the 
words that begin with the same .two letters. 
when which 
went was 
where what 
wh was wh wish 
with when 
why what 
shut sat 
stop shall 
sh she sh said 
some should 
soon sit 
shook show 
shine see 
133 
\I 
I 
I 
. I 
Draw a line under the words that begin with the 
s~e two letters as the first word in each box • 
she .!,!!op ~p 
-
show stop shoe 
store ship shine 
shall shell sniff 
snow stay slap 
chicken child chair 
children church chicken 
chair come could 
call cut shop 
clock choose came 
I' 
I 
jl 
I 
134 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
'~ 
Draw a line under the words that begin with the 
same two letters as the first word. 
Eeen tree from 
grandmother try free 
garden take · farm 
gave trick fill 
grass trot frog 
w•·~ 
tree £and train 
four green I green 
try glad .:~ top .f. ;.) 
·, 
from grass tree 
·.i 
fish glass ¥ :;: treat 
'i 
,_.,~ ,.__....,.. •-,~;r~,:-. 
fresh true _£een 
., 
from trip grand 
I 
.. 
fast ~ - ~ tree grow # .· -~:-
~ 
fresh tip girl 
fly tpp 
,, 
grass 
.... _., ............ ..... ·;. ,., 
. ,;;.;:~ ...... • ' . ._ .. 
Jl 
II 
I 
135 
136 
I 
i 
Find a word that begins with each of these blends. 
gr tr sh ch 
tree chicken ship 
II 
II 
st wh br pl 
I when brown stop play 
I 
II 
t- ··~·-
th gl th sh 
I 
II frog glad this show 
'I 
I 1-. ; ' 'f'll!l' , ''',l ....... . . ,.. , . ~  -- "' ·-· . -· - -- - ··-.. ·----- " 
ch wh sh th 
II 
church shut that what 
II 
I! I I' 
II 
II 
137 
Draw a ring around the words that are like the first 
- . . 
one in each row. 
saw was 
-
saw saw 
was was 
saw saw 
was was 
was was 
saw was 
saw saw 
saw was 
was ·. saw 
saw was 
Write in the missing words. 
saw was 
1. Billy the big dog. 
2. Dick going to the farm. 
3~ Nancy the bird in the tree. 
4 . Peter playi ng vvi th Dick. 
5 . Bi l l y the rabbit in the yard. 
I, 
·I 
138 
Draw a line under the parts of the words that are 
like the other words in each box. 
ball fat fill 
tall cat mill 
fall rat bill 
II 
call t hat will 
- · 
I f, 
band l meat make 
} 
hand I" seat cake t 
i,· 
i 
' land heat bake 
sand i neat wake 
I 
' ; .. ,. 
··~' ' 
may I book sit 
?, 
" > 
.. ·~ 
·< 
stay ;~ look bit 
day -~~ took hit 
I •\ ·i 
I hay '1 cook J fit 
\1 
:i 
... 
~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
1.39 
Draw a line between the words that rhyme in each box. 
fun _1 0 hat cat 
. go un sun hill 
big pig when fun 
fall ________ ball will hen 
' 
··~~·· "f 
make be cow will 
;j 
see cake I • red now 
I 
fill bed ~ fill bed ; 
.; 
.I 
i 
red' still ' J come some 
~ 
~ 
hat cat ~ > ., went say 
when boy day sent 
toy then bat .fill 
how now hill cat 
,, 
,I 
jl 
I 
li 
1' 
I 
II 
I 140 
J J 
I 
II 
Write a word that rhymes with ball in each space. 
You will find the word at the top of the page. 
1. Baby is_.....;.;... ________ • 
2. We play with a • 
3. Father is 
-----------------------· 
4. Do not dovin. 
---------
5. Did you hear Mother ____________ ? 
141 
II 
Here are some words that rhyme. See if you can add 
another word that rhymes to each line. You will find some 
words that will help you at the bottom of the page. 
.. 
1. fill 
2. hat 
3. stop 
4. may 
5. now 
6. cook 
7. got 
8. king 
9. wet 
10. fed 
get 
red 
hot 
:till 
fat 
shop 
lay 
how 
took 
hot 
ring 
pet 
bed 
sing 
book 
hill 
will 
bat 
hop. 
hay 
bow 
look 
lot 
wing 
let 
led 
cat 
cow 
top 
say 
--
142 
143 
Write the word that means more than one by adding s. 
apple door 
----------
----------
·~--~---~-~------.. ----
store book 
----------- -----------
kitten barn 
---~------
boy tree 
-----------
cat ball 
.... ----···------ --
yard pet 
-----------
II 
\I 
I 
1 44 
lj 
II Make a new word by adding ~ to these words. 
cat - cats 
1. I have three • 
----
2. Dick has one 
--....,..-· 
3. Two------ were playing with a ball. 
4. Jane has a little white 
---· 
lj 
145 
Make a ne w word by adding ed to these words. 
laugh snow 
----------
want ask 
I 
J---· l ··{·-..: .... -... __ • i t 
~ need cook 
--._ .. .._ ________ ... ~-- ....,,, ______ .... _. ....--.. ...... \ 
t 
t ----------.. 
,J-.. --,--·-·-----=---·-- -~~-~ 
\ 
watch play 
~-----------
climb open 
l 
! 
-------------·~----~+-~-·~-~-.~ · -:-~--·--· -
~ 
look I walk 
fill l-
' 
fold 
--------------
------------
!) 
146 
Make a new word by adding ing to these words • 
.fall help 
----------- -----------
eing play 
!~··- -·-· 
talk sleep 
-----------
.find see 
-·---------
) 
read t 
show call 
----------
II 
I 
147 
Make a new word by writing ing after each word. 
jump go 
----------
play see 
---~---- ... -
look sing 
work do 
laugh jUmp 
-------.... -
Here are some words that are made trom two smaller words. 
Draw rings areound the two small words that were used to 
make the long word. 
anyone 
grandmother become 
into rarmhouse 
milkman plaything 
something grandfather 
doghouse maybe 
148 
1.49 
Draw a ring around the little word in the big word. 
:fit win hit 
his hat ball 
sit tin tall 
will rat pin 
Write the right word in the blank spaces. 
1. ----- is a little boy. ( hill - Bill ) 
2. He ran up the ------· ( will hill ) 
3. Jack ----- help Bill. ( :fill will ) 
'I 
' I 
150 
Find the little wo~d in the big word. 
Draw a line under the little word. 
mother it 
grandmother sit 
fun 
singing funny 
an not 
fan cannot 
------- --·--·-- ·-------
no in 
nobody into 
can all 
cannot ball 
father other 
grandfather brother 
I 
t! 
li 
- -=--~'-- ==#==~ 
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